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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical results in the theory of linear models refer to homogeneous 
linear estimation in the standard Gauss-Markov model. However, a lot of 
important problems in this area go beyond this classical framework. 
Moreover, there are no theoretical or practical reasons to consider only 
homogeneous linear estimators. 
The subject of this paper is homogeneous and inhomogeneous linear 
estimation in the general mixed model with possible singular covariance 
matrix. We focus our attention on necessary and sufficient conditions for 
admissibility. For the Gauss-Markov model this problem was originated 
by Cohen [3] and developed, among others, by Shinozaki [ 123, Rao 
[ll 1, Klonecki [S], Stepniak [ 131, Zontek [ 161, Klonecki and Zontek 
[6], and Baksalary and Markiewicz [l]. 
A basic approach to the admissibility in the general model was intro- 
duced by Olsen, Seely, and Birkes [9] and extended by LaMotte [S]. The 
crucial point was to replace the original parameter by a new one so that 
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the quadratic risk of any linear estimator might be expressed as a linear 
function of this new parameter. They showed, by using a technique of 
convex sets, that all locally best estimators (in this new parameter set) 
constitute a complete class. 
Stepniak [14] attacked this problem in a more analytic way. Treating 
linear estimation as a two-person game and applying a result due to Farrell 
[4], he strengthened the necessary condition for admissibility given by 
Olsen, Seely, and Birkes [9] and LaMotte [8]. In fact he characterized a 
minimal closed complete class. A slightly different problem was considered 
by Brown and Farrell [2]. 
In this paper we present a simple and efficient way to study the 
admissibility in the mixed models. Our idea consists in an appropriate 
representation of the risk function. In this way we reduce the general 
problem of the admissibility to a simpler one. This approach throws a lot 
of light on the nature of the problem. In consequence some necessary and 
suflicient conditions for admissibility are derived from Rao [ 111. 
2. HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOM~CENEOUS LINEAR ESTIMATION 
Let Y be a random vector of size n x 1 with expectation Afl and 
covariance matrix C, where A is a known matrix of size n x p, while (fi, Z) 
is an unknown multidimensional parameter running the Cartesian product 
RP x V of the p-dimensional Euclidean space RP and a given set V of 
nonnegative definite matrices of order n. Such a model will be written 
shortly in the form Y- (A/I, Z/Cc Y). The set Y is usually presented in 
the form V = (2: Z= XI= 1 ci Vi}, where (ri, . . . . o4 are unknown variance 
components. 
As usual, if M is a matrix then the symbols M’, W(M), N(M), and P, 
will denote, respectively, the transposition, the range (column space), the 
null space of h4, and the orthogonal projector on a(M). The symbol 
M, 2 Mz, where M, and M, are symmetric, will mean that M, - M, is 
nonnegative definite (nnd). Moreover, the symbol Conv(S), where S is a 
set in a linear space, stands for the convex hull of S. 
We are interested in estimation of a parametric vector Cb, where C is a 
matrix of size k x p, by a vector D Y + d of inhomogeneous linear functions 
of observations, with respect to quadratic risk, 
r(DY+d)=E{(DY+d-Cb)‘(DY+d-C/l)}. (1) 
After decomposition, 
d=f+ g, (2) 
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such that f~ W(DA - C) and g’(DA - C) = 0, we can write the risk (1) in 
the form 
r(DY+ d//3,2) = tr(DCD’) + (/I + 8)’ (DA - C)’ 
x (DA - WP + 8) + g’g, (3) 
where p is defined by (DA - C)B = f: In particular, if de W(DA - C) then 
r(DY+ d/B, C) = r(DY/b’+ 8, Z). (4) 
According to the formula (3), D Y + d may be admissible for C/3 only if 
de B(DA - C). We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. Estimator DY + d is admissible for C/3 in the model 
Y- (Afi, C/,Z’E ?I”-) if and only if 
(a) DY is admissible for C/I among homogeneous linear estimtors, and, 
(b) dE B(DA - C). 
Remark 1. Under assumption %‘(C’) cB(A’) this result has been 
derived in an indirect way by Klonecki and Zontek [6]. We shall give a 
formal proof of this theorem. 
Our proof is based on two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For any two symmetric nonnegative definite matrices M, and 
M, of order p the condition 
(B + PI)’ Ml@ + PI) + Cl 2 (B + Pd’ M*(B + 82) + c2 (5) 
for some cI, c2 E R, /II, b2 E RP, and all BE RP, implies that M, - M, is 
nonnegative definite and c1 - c2 2 0. 
LEMMA 2. For any symmetric nonnegative definite matrix M of order p 
the condition 
(B + PI)’ MB + B,) 2 (B + B2)’ MB + 82) 
for some /?,,j12~RP andfor all/IERP implies M(B,-/?,)=O. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Condition (5) may be written in the form 
B’(M, -M,)B+W;M, -P;MdP 
+8;M1B1-rc;M282+~1-~2~0 
for all fi E RP. Let us denote the left side of this inequality by f(b). 
(6) 
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Suppose, by contradiction, that /?b(MI - M2) &, c 0. Defining p, = n/I0 
for n = 1,2, . . . . we get lim,, o. f(fl,) = - co. This contradicts the condition 
(5). Thus M, - M, 2 0. 
The condition c1 - c2 2 0 follows by putting /? = -/?, . [ 
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose that M(/I, -&) #O. Then, similarly as 
in Lemma 1, taking f(b) = 2(/?; -pi) M/? + b’, Mb, - /?;i’kffi2 and fl,, = 
-nM(P1 - /I*) we contradict the condition (6). 1 
Lemma 2 implies the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. The condition (6) is equivalent to (/I+ PI )’ M(/l + p,) = 
(B+Pd'MB+h)for all PERU. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity of (b) is evident by formula (3). 
Necessity of (a). Suppose, by contradiction, that D Y + d is admissible, 
while D Y is inadmissible. Say that DY is dominated by D, Y. Then, by 
necessity of (b), there exists a vector /I? E RP such that d= (DA - C)/? and, 
by (4), 
r(DY+d/P,C)=r(DY/B+fl,Z) 
2 r(D, Y/S + by C) 
= r(& Y+ do/P, z), 
where d,, = (DJ - C)p, with strict inequality for some p = /?,, and C = C,. 
This contradicts the admissibility of D Y + d and proves necessity of (a). 
Sufficiency of (a) and (b). Suppose (a) and (b) are met and 
r(& Y+ do/B, C) 5 r(DY+ d/P, V (7) 
for some matrix DO, some vector d,, and for al1 /I and Z. We only need to 
show that the inequality (7) reduces to the equality. 
According to (3) we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
d,, E W(D,A - C). Then by Lemma 1 with M, = (DA - C)’ (DA - C), 
M, = (D,A -C)’ (D,A -C), c1 = tr(DCD’), c2 = tr(D&Db) and with 
/J,, p2 defined by (DA - C)Br =d and (D,A - C)/12=d0 we get 
M, - M, 2 0 and c1 2 c2. Thus r(D, Y) 5 r(D Y). Since DY is admissible, it 
follows that r(D, Y) = r(DY) and therefore M, = M, and c1 = c2. Now by 
Corollary 1 we get r(D, Y + d,,) = r(D Y + d), completing the proof. 1 
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3. MODELS WITH TRIVIAL AND NONTRIVIAL 
DETERMINISTIC PART 
Let us consider a general mixed model Y- (A/?, C/C E Y) and let V be 
a maximal element in the convex hull of V, in the sense that B?(E) E 9( I’) 
for every 2 E Conv(V). This model is said to have trivial deterministic part 
if J”(V) c &-(A’). 
Note that each model Y N (A/I, C/K/l = q, C E V) with restraints may be 
transformed to model 
without restraints but with nontrivial deterministic part. 
We shall show that the problem of the admissibility in the general mixed 
model may be reduced to the same problem in a model with trivial deter- 
ministic part. Such a possibility arose in Stepniak, Wang, and Wu [ 15, 
Lemma 33 in a slightly different context. 
It is known that in the model with nontrivial deterministic part some 
parametric functions have unbiased estimators with zero variance. The set 
of the coefficient vectors for these functions may be presented in the form 
A’M( V). Denote by Q the orthogonal projector on A’JV( V). 
Let us consider an auxiliary model Z- (A(Z- Q)fl, z/Cc V). This 
model has a trivial deterministic part. Indeed, if a E JV”( V) then A’a E W(Q). 
Thus QA’a = A’a. Therefore (I- Q) A’a = 0 and hence a EJV{ (I- Q),4’}. 
Now we shall reduce the problem of the admissibility of an estimator 
DY for a (not necessarily indentifiable) parametric vector Cfi to the 
admissibility of the estimator DZ for the parametric vector C(Z- Q)/3. 
Denote by r, the risk function of the estimator DZ. At first we will show 
some connections between the original risk r = r(DY) and the risk 
r, = r,(DZ). To this aim we shall replace the parameter /I by a new canoni- 
cal parameter. 
Let us define matrices 
(8) 
where b,, . . . . 6, is an orthonormal basis in RP such that b,, 1, . . . . b, 
constitute a basis in A’JV( V). Then 
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r(DY)=E{(DY-DAP)+(DAj?-C/g}’ 
x {(DY-DA/!q+(DA/?-C/?)} 
= tr(DJYD’) + {(DA - C)(Z- Q)fi + (DA - C) Q/I}’ 
x((DA-C)(Z-Q)B+(DA-C)Qs> 
=tr(DJYD’)+{(DA-C)B;e+(DA-C)Bky}’ 
x {(DA-C)B;e+(DA-C)Biy}, 
where parameters 8 = B, /I and y = B2fi run over R” and Rp-‘, respectively. 
By analogy to (2) let us rewrite the matrix (DA - C) B; in the form 
(DA-C)B;=F+G, (9) 
such that 99(F) s a[(DA - C) B;] and G’(DA - C) B; = 0. Then 
r(DY/B, y, L) = tr(DJYD’) + (0 + Hy)’ B,(DA - C)’ 
x (DA - C) B;(B + Hr) + y’G’Gy, (10) 
where H is defined by 
(DA-C)B;H=F. (11) 
On the other hand, the risk rl of the estimator DZ may be presented in 
the form 
rl(DZ/e, L’) = tr(DzD’) + PB,(DA - C)’ (DA - C) B;8. 
In particular, if 9(DA - C) c a{ (DA - C)(Z- Q)}, then 
OVA Y, C) = r,(DZ/e + HY, z), 
where H is defined by (11). 
(12) 
We notice that for every D and for every matrix M of size k x (p - s) 
there exists a matrix D1 = D,(D, M) such that (0, A-C) B; = 
(DA-C) B;, (DiA-C)B;=Mand tr(D,L’D;)=tr(DZ’D’) for all CEY. 
To this end we only need to put D, = D + D,, where D, Y is an unbiased 
estimator of the parametric vector (M- (DA -C) B;} B,fi with zero 
variance. Thus, according to the formula (lo), D Y may be admissible for 
C/? only ifW(DA-C)sW{(DA-C)(Z-Q)}. 
Now we shall prove 
THEOREM 2. For any mixed model Y N (A/?, .c/C E V) consider the 
induced model Z- (A(Z- Q)jl, .E/CE Y) with trivial deterministic part. 
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Then D Y is admissible for a parametric vector Cb if and only if 
(a) DZ is admissible for C(Z- Q)B in the induced model, and 
(b) @DA - C) c &‘{ (DA - C)(Z- Q)}. 
Proof: Necessity of (b) was already shown. 
Necessity of (a). Suppose, by contradiction, that DY is admissible while 
DZ is inadmissible. Say that DZ is dominated by DOZ. Then by necessity 
of (b) there exists a matrix H such that (DA - C) B; H= (DA - C) B;, 
where B, and B, are defined by (8). Thus by (12), 
r(DY/O, y, L’) = rl(DZ/O + Hy, C) 
2 rl(D,Z/~ + HY, Cl 
= r(D, Y/e, Y, C) 
with strict inequality for some 0= 8,, y =yO, and ,Z’=C,, where 
D, = D,(DO, M) while Dl( .,.) is defined above and M= (D,A -C) B;H. 
This contradicts the admissibility of DY and proves the necessity of (a). 
Sufficiency of (a) and (b). Suppose (a) and (b) are met and 
Q. y/e, Y, 2) s r(DY/& Y, 2) (13) 
for some DO and for all 8, y, and Z. We only need to show that the 
inequality (13) reduces to the equality. 
According to (10) we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
(DOA - C) B; = (DO A - C) B; H, for some H,,. Then we get 
tr(DZD’) + (0 + fly)’ B,(DA - C)’ (DA - C) B;(O + Hy) 
2 tr(D,ZDb) + (0 + f&y) B,(D,A - C)’ (DOA - C) B;(B + I&y) 
for all 8, y, and Z. Thus by Lemma 1 with B= 8, 8, =Hy, and /?* = H,,y, 
the matrix 
M= B,(DA - C)’ (DA - C) B; - B,(D,A - C)’ (D,A - C) B; 
is nnd and tr(DZD’) 2 tr(DJD&). This, by (a), implies that 
rl(DOZ) E rl(DZ). Therefore M= 0 and tr(DCD’) = tr(DJDb) for all Z. 
Now by Corollary 1 we get r(D, Y) = r(D Y), completing the proof. 1 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 remains true if we replace the projector Q by the 
orthogonal projector on any linear subspace of A’&“(V). 
A consequence of this theorem is 
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COROLLARY 2. Consider estimation of a parametric vector C/? in a model 
Y-(AP,~/K/~=~,~EY) with restraints. Then DY + Lq is admissible if 
and only if 
(a) DZ is admissible for C(I- QO)p in the model 
Z - (A(Z- QO)/?, ~/EE Y), where Q, is the orthogonal projector on 5Z!(K’) 
and 
(b) Sf(DA+LK-C)cW{(DA+LK-C)(Z-Q,)}. 
4. ADMISSIBILITY IN THE GENERAL GAUSS-MARKOV MODEL 
Let BY be an unbiased estimator of a parametric vector Cfi. We shall say 
that BY is a best linear unbiased estimator (or BLUE for short), if 
Cov(D Y) - Cov(BY) is nnd for any unbiased D Y. 
We now restrict our attention to the Gauss-Markov model Y- (Ab, V) 
with an identifiable parametric vector Cp, i.e., such that g(C’) c a(A’). In 
this context a BLUE always exists and may be presented in the form BY, 
where B= C(A’W-A)) A’W- with IV= V+ AA’ (see [lo, p. 300-J). 
In this section we shall characterize admissible estimators by BLUES. 
Let us consider a scalar parametric function c’/I with a BLUE b’Y. Then 
a linear estimator d’ Y is admissible for c’j3 if and only if 
(**) d’Vb-d’Vdz0, and 
(***) either A’(d-b)=O or V(d-b)#O 
(cf. [13]). On the other hand, if DY is admissible for a vector C/I then 
a’D Y is admissible for scalar a’Cg to each a (see [ 111). This leads to a 
necessary condition for admissibility. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Cfl be an identifiable parametric vector in the 
general Gauss-Markov model Y N (AD, V) and let B and D be matrices of 
size k x n such that BY is a BLUE of C/?. Then a’DY is admissible for a’C/? 
to each a E Rk IY and only ty 
(i) .%?( VD’) s 9(A), 
(ii) DVB’- DVD’ is nnd, and 
(iii) a((D-B)A)sR((D-B)V). 
Proof: It follows directly from Stepniak [ 133 by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For any matrices A, B, D, and V such that A is of size n x p, 
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B and D are of size k x n, while V is nonnegative definite of order n, condi- 
tion (iii) holds if and only if 
to each a E Rk either a’(D - B) A = 0 or V(D - B)’ a # 0. (14) 
Proof of Lemma 3. The condition (14) is equivalent to the implication: 
if V( D - B)’ a = 0 then a’( D - B) A = 0 for every a E Rk, 
while the implication is equivalent to the inclusion: 
N{V(D-B)‘}Q’“{A’(D-B)‘). 
Finally, this inclusion may be written in the form (iii), completing the 
proof. m 
The well-known results on admissibility in linear models such as Rao 
[ 11, the case V nonsingular] or Klonecki [S, the case C = A = I] leads one 
to conjecture that the conditions (ib(iii) should be completed by symmetry 
of DVB’. 
First, we will extend a result by Rao [ 11, Section 61 from models with 
nonsingular covariance matrix to models with trivial deterministic part. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let C/? be an identifiable parametric vector in a 
Gauss-Markov model Y N (A/3, V) with trivial deterministic part and let BY 
be an arbitrary unbiased estimator of Cfl. Then DY is admissible for C/l if 
and only if 
(i) B?( VD’) c 3(A), 
(ii) DVB’ is symmetric, and, 
(iii) DVB’ - DVD’ is nnd. 
Prooj Consider transformation 
such that T, T; is the orthogonal projector on 9!(V) and T2T; is the 
orthogonal projector on M(V). We notice that the model 
Y, - (TlAB, T, VT’,) (15) 
has nonsingular covariance matrix while Y, is equal to zero with proba- 
bility one. Thus DY= DT; Y, + DT; Y, is admissible for Cfl if and only if 
DT; Y, is admissible for C/l in the model (15). 
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Now by Rao [ 11, Theorem 6.6 and a comment below it] we get a 
necessary and suhicient condition for the admissibility in the form (ii), (iii), 
and 
W(T, VD’)s9(T,A). (16) 
Hence we only need to show that condition (16) is equivalent to (i). 
It is evident that (i) implies (16). On the other hand, for the model with 
trivial deterministic part, condition (16) implies 9( VD’) G &(P,A) = 
9(A). This completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 3. Let C#I be an ia!enttf?able parametric vector in the general 
Gauss-Markov model Y N (A fi, V) and let BY be an arbitrary unbiased 
estimator of Cg. Then DY is admissible for Cfi if and only tf 
(a) S?(VD’)sW(A), 
(b) DVB’ is symmetric, 
(c) DVB’ - DVD’ is rind, and, 
(d) a((D-B)A)~~~tD-B)AtZ-Q>>, 
where Q is the orthogonal projector on A’J)r( V). 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let A and V be matrices of size n x p and n x n, respectively, 
such that V is nnd. Moreover, let Q be the orthogonal projector on A’&-(V). 
Then for every matrix D of n columns, the conditions 
(x) DVb=O for all bE.N(A’), and, 
(xx) DVb=Ofor all bEN{(Z-Q)A’}, 
are equivalent. 
Proof of the Lemma. The implication (xx) * (x) is evident. 
For the converse implication suppose, by contradiction, that 
(I- Q) A’b, = 0 and DVb, # 0. We only need to find a vector b such that 
A’b=O and DVb#O. 
We notice that A’b,, = QA’bO. Thus A’bO = QA’bl for some b, E Jr/-(V) 
and, in consequence, A’b, = A’b, . Therefore vector b = b,, - bI satisfies the 
desired conditions, completing the proof of the lemma. 1 
A consequence of Lemma 4 is 
COROLLARY 3. For arbitrary matrices A, V, and D of sizes n x p, n x n, 
and k x n such that V is nnd the conditions W(VD’)sW(A) and 
%?( VD’) E W{ A(Z- Q)} are equivalent. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. It follows immediately from Theorem 2, Proposi- 
tion 2, and Corollary 3. 1 
A slightly different characterization of the admissibility is presented in 
the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let Cp be an identifiable parametric vector in the general 
Gauss-Markov model Y N (Ap, V) and let BY be a BLUE of C/?. Then DY 
is admissible for C/I if and only if 
(a) a( VD’) E W(A), 
(b) DVB’ is symmetric, 
(c) DVB’ - DVD’ is rind, and, 
(e) %!{(D-B)A}sW{(D-B)V}. 
Proof: By Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 we only need to show that condi- 
tion (e) may be presented in the form (14). Starting from (14) we can reach 
(e) in easy way through three intermediate equivalent conditions 
to each a E Rk either A’(D - B)’ a = 0 or 
A’( D - B)’ a $ A’N( V), 
if A’(D -B)’ a E A’N( V) then A’(D - B)’ a = 0, 
&“{(I-Q)A’(D-B)‘}&N{A’(D-B)‘}, 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
completing the proof. 1 
Remark 3. Under assumption (a) the matrix DVB’ depends on B only 
through BA. Thus in (b) and (c) the assumption that BY is a BLUE is 
unnecessary. However, it does not refer to (e). 
Remark 4. We notice that if a( VD’) G.@(A) then 9?{ (D - B) V} s 
a{ (D - B) A >. Therefore the inclusions in the conditions (d) and (e) may 
be replaced by identities. 
Remark 5. The necessary and sufficient conditions for admissibility 
presented in Theorems 3 and 4 are simpler than that given by Klonecki 
and Zontek [6, Theorem 4.31. 
In consequence of Theorems 3 and 4 and Lemma 4 we obtain the 
following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 4 [ 5, Corollary 2.11. D Y is admissible for /I in the model 
Y N (8, V) if and only if DV is symmetric, DV - D VD’ is nnd and, 
S?(D-Z)c_@{(D-I)V). 
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COROLLARY 5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) DY is a BLUE of its expectation in the model Y- (A/?, V), 
(b) DZ is a BLUE of its expectation in the model Z- (A(Z- Q)b, V), 
(c) DY is admissible for its expectation in the model Y - (A/?, V), 
(d) DZ is admissible for its expectation in the model 
Z- (AU- Q)B, V, 
(e) a( VD’) s B(A), 
(f) ~(VD’)GW{A(Z-Q)}. 
5. ADMISSIBILITY IN A MIXED MODEL 
Let us begin with a more flexible model of the form Y - (A/?, C//I E 0, 
C E V), where 8 is a given subset of RP. The specification of the set 0 will 
be omitted in the standard case, i.e., 0 = RP. 
We shall consider estimation of a parametric vector C/I by estimators 
DY belonging to a given convex set $2. In this way we have possibilities of 
restraints both on parameters and on estimators. 
Consider also a Gauss-Markov model Z - (A/I, V/p E @), where V is a 
maximal element in Conv(V). 
THEOREM 5. If DZ is admissible for C/3 in the model Z - (A& If//? E 0) 
(within 9) then D Y is admissible for C/I in the model Y - (AP, .X/b E 0, 
CE V) (within 9). 
For the proof of this theorem we shall need 
LEMMA 5. The risk r( .lfl, z) is almost strictly convex function on $8 in 
the sense that 
with strict inequality unless W(D’, - D;) c N(z + Ab/?‘A’). 
Proof of the Lemma. Let us rewrite the risk in the form 
r(DY/B, z)= [D’, (z+ Afifl’A’)D’] -2[C’DA, /3/?‘] + [CC, bj?‘], 
where [M,, MJ = tr(M;M,). Because the last two components are linear 
functions of D we may restrict our consideration to the function 
rO( DY/T) = [D’, TO’], where r= ,X + A/3/3’A’. We can see that 
D,+D, 
r0 2 
Y/T 
> 
=ir,(D, rjr)+$rO(DZY/P)+~ [D;, PO;]. 
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By inequalities ab 5 )(a’ + b2) and of Cauchy-Schwarz we get 
CD;, WI &/m,/m 
~‘s(CD;,rD;l+CD;,rD;l) 
= +r,(D, Y/T) + fr,(D, Y/T) 
with strict inequality unless [D;, rD;] = [D;, fD;] and rD; = WD; for 
a positive scalar 1. This implies the statement of the lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5. We may assume, without loss of generality, that 
V~Conv(9’) (cf. [S, or 141). 
Suppose that DZ is admissible and r(D,, Y//I, z) 6 r(D Y//I, C) for some 
DO and for all S E 6 and z E 9’“. We only need to show that 
r(& Y/B, Cl = rPY/P, z;) for all /?~Q,ze”Ir. (20) 
By the admissibility of DZ and by Lemma 5 we get 9(D’- Db ) E 
X( I/+ @/?‘A’) c JV(C + Aj?/?‘A’) for all /3~ 8 and 2~ Y. This implies 
condition (20), completing the proof. 1 
From Theorem 5 by Corollary 5 we get 
COROLLARY 6. Let C/I be an identifable parametric vector in the model 
Y N (A/I, 2l.E E W’-) and let DZ be a BLUE of C/? in the model Z N (A/?, V), 
where V is a maximal element in Conv(V). Then DY is admissible both 
among unbiased and among all linear estimators of C/l. 
Theorem 5 provides a sufficient condition for admissibility. Some 
necessary conditions were given by Stepniak [ 141 in terms of limits of 
unique locally best estimators. In fact this result was stated for a scalar 
parametric function but it can be extended immediately for a vector 
parametric function. In the present context this result means that any 
admissible DY may be presented as a limit of a sequence D, Y such that 
D,Z, is admissible in a Gauss-Markov submodel,Z, N (A& V,), where V, 
is a maximal element in Conv(Y). This may lead to a necessary and 
sufficient condition for admissibility in some mixed models. 
We shall say that model Y- (A/?, ~/ZE 9’) is regular if to each iden- 
tifiable parametric vector there exists a uniformly best linear unbiased 
estimator (UBLUE). In particular, any Gauss-Markov model is regular. 
Moreover, under the assumption that Conv(V) contains the identity 
matrix, the model is regular if and only if W(zA) c%?(A) for every 2 E Ilr 
(cf. Cl7 or 71). 
Now we consider a model Y N (t,u, C/C E Y), where ,u is an unknown 
scalar while t is a given nonzero column vector. Such model is often called 
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a variance component model. It is evident that under assumption 
ZE Conv(-tr), the variance component model is regular if and only if t is an 
eigenvector of z for all C E Y. 
THEOREM 6. In a regular variance component model Y- (tp, .X/E E “Y) 
estimator d’Y is admissible for p if and only if d = ab, where b’Y is a 
UBLUE of ,a, while a E [0, l] or a = 1 according as the model has trivial or 
nontrivial deterministic part. 
ProojI For the case with nontrivial deterministic part the result follows 
directly from Theorem 3. 
Otherwise we may assume, without loss of generality, that ZE Conv(V) 
(cf. the proof of Proposition 2). Thus a UBLUE of p is t’Y/t’t and, by 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Proposition 2, any admissible d’Y has the 
form at’Y/t’t, where aE [0, 11. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 7. Let Y N (tp, C/C E V) be a regular model and let V be a 
maximal element in Conv(V). Then d’Y is admissible for p if and only if 
d’Z is admissible for p in the model Z - (tp, V). 
Proof: Implication -== follows directly from Theorem 5. On the other 
hand, if d = ab, where a and b are characterized by Theorem 6, then B = b’ 
and D = d’ satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c), and (e) in Theorem 4. 1 
This corollary reduces the problem of linear estimation in a regular 
variance component model to the same problem in a corresponding 
Gauss-Markov model. One can ask whether such reduction is possible for 
any regular mixed model Y N (A/?, C/z E Y). 
By Theorem 2 the requirement that the matrix A has only one column 
may be weakened to the assumption that rank{A(Z- Q)} = 1. We shall 
show by example that this assumption is essential. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the model 
where V contains only two elements 
1 
v,= [ 0 o 2 1 and v, = [ 2 0 0 1 1’ 
(21) 
This is a regular mixed model. 
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Suppose we are interested in estimation of 8, and consider the same 
problem in the submodels 
Then, by Proposition 2, d’Z, with d’ = (d,, d,) is admissible for /?I if and 
only if d,( 1 - d, ) > 2d:, while d’Zz is admissible for PI if and only if 
d,(l -d,)>d;/2. 
Thus the problem of estimation of /I1 in the model (21) does not reduce 
to estimation of B, in its Gauss-Markov submodel with covariance matrix 
of maximal rank. 
6. FURTHER EXAMPLES AND FINAL REMARKS 
Theorems 3 and 4 provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
admissibility in the general Gauss-Markov model. We note that the condi- 
tions (a) and (b) in these theorems represent some linear subspaces in the 
space && of all matrices with k rows and n columns. Condition (c) may 
be written in the form 
(c’) 
and it represents a closed ellipsoid or cylinder in A’,“. Generally, condi- 
tions (a), (b), and (c) describe a closed convex set in J&,. Thus, if the 
model under consideration has a trivial deterministic part then the set of 
the admissible linear estimators is closed. Of course, it is not true in 
general, as shown by Stepniak [14, Example 11, because the closure may 
be destroyed by condition (d) or (e). 
To explain the nature of the phenomenon let us consider four different 
problems in the Gauss-Markov model 
At first, notice that for any problem of linear estimation in this model 
condition (a) is trivially satisfied. Moreover, for estimation of a scalar 
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parametric function, condition (b) is also trivial, while the matrices C, B, 
and D reduce to some row vectors c’, b’, and d’. 
Problem 1. Estimation of 8,. Theorem 2 reduces the problem to 
estimation of /I, in the model 
(23) 
plus additional condition 
either d, # 1 or d’= (l,O). (24) 
Applying Theorem 6 to the model (23) and taking into consideration 
condition (24) we see that d’ Y is admissible for b1 if and only if either 
d’= (LO) or d’= (a, d2), where aE [0, 1) and d2 is arbitrary. 
Problem 2. Estimation of /I*. Theorem 2 reduces the problem to 
estimation of zero in the model (23) plus the additional condition: either 
d, # 0 or d’ = (0, 1). Thus, by Theorem 6, a unique admissible estimator in 
this problem is f12 = Y,. 
Problem 3. Estimation of /I1 +/I*. Theorem 2 reduces the problem to 
estimation of /I1 in the model (23) plus the additional condition: either 
d, # 1 or d’ = ( 1, 1). Thus, by Theorem 6, d’ Y is admissible if and only if 
either d’ = (1, 1) or d, E [0, 1) with d2 arbitrary. 
Problem 4. Estimation of the vector (bl, /I*)‘. Recall that DY, where 
D’ = [d, f], may be admissible only if d’Y is admissible for /I1 and f’Y is 
admissible for BZ, and hence 
either D = 
1 0 [ 1 01 Or D= 4 4 [ 1 0 1’ (25) 
where d, E [0, 1) and d, is arbitrary. 
It is easy to verify that condition (25) implies conditions (a), (b), (c), 
and (e) in the Theorem 4 and so it presents the set of all admissible 
estimators for (fll, b2)‘. 
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